Happy Diwali!
1. Match them up!
Match the words with the definitions.
a festival

something very bad and harmful

a beginning

having people of many different cultures and beliefs

a triumph

a special day or time when people celebrate something

evil

winning a fight or competition

darkness

something that explodes with coloured lights or loud noises

multicultural

the start of something

a community

when there is very little or no light

a firework

the people who live in one particular area

2. Choose the answer!
Watch the video. Circle the correct answer.
a. Diwali is a festival of
b. Diwali lasts for

.
days.

c. Diwali is celebrated by

colours / lights / films
two / five / ten
of people around the world.

d. Leicester has one of the biggest Diwali celebrations outside
e. People celebrate Diwali by lighting up
f.

Diwali is an important time for

.
.

hundreds / thousands / millions
.

Italy / Indonesia / India

lamps / matches / barbecues

families / pets / footballers
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3. Fill it in!
Watch the video. Complete the sentences.
gifts

beginnings

fireworks

food

beginnings

a.

Diwali celebrates new

b.

Diwali celebrates the triumph of good over

c.

Diwali celebrates the triumph of light over

d.

Families exchange

e.

People eat lots of different

f.

People watch

darkness

evil

.
.
.
.
.
at Diwali.

4. Write and draw!
Do you celebrate any festivals with lights and fireworks? What’s your
favourite festival? Draw a picture and write about it!
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